Public Comment Submitted for Consideration

Subject: Apply a Multiplication Factor for the Additional Cost of Shared Parenting

Please seriously consider applying a multiplication factor to the support calculation for the added costs of child support when there is shared parenting.

There are several reasons to add a multiplication factor. Of course there is the obvious reason pointed out as Recommendation 11 on page 85 of the report titled REVIEW OF THE NEVADA CHILD SUPPORT GUIDELINES by Jane Venohr, Ph.D. which is part of your reference materials. The cost is higher for shared parenting because many expenses are duplicated in both homes such as, housing, clothing, utilities, among the most obvious. Since the cost for shared parenting is higher overall, the support should also be higher.

Another reason is, without a factor, any parent who would have to pay support and insists on a higher percentage of custody, will be rewarded with significantly lower support payments. Support payers may be inclined to insist on more custody in order to have lower support payments and proceed to neglect the child while in their care. The ugly truth is, it’s all about money.

Those who truly desire to spend nearly equal time with their children, should be expected to understand that keeping two homes is more expensive than one. There is presently no consideration of the added expense of shared parenting. Sadly in many cases it is simple dollars and cents that induce a support payer to fight for equal custody. Support payers are too often willing to disregard the inefficiencies of maintaining two homes, the inconvenience to the children of frequently being moved between two homes, the difficulties of consistent parenting coordination, the difficulty of providing care themselves, and other problems, in order to save a buck. While they should not be punished for wanting to be with their children, the true cost should be recognized, and their custody decisions should be based on the expectation of a support calculation reflecting the true cost.

We suggest including some language to phase in a multiplier for shared parenting. The following are some ideas:

1. Phase in a multiplier so there are no steps in the support calculation, resulting in there being no target for high earners to shoot for when seeking custody. Use a multiplier of 3 times the high earners custody percentage (up to 50%). Apply this factor to any custody arrangement which exceeds visitation every other weekend.
2. Dispose of the step function for shared parenting support calculation which currently occurs at above 40% custody.

Bryce White
503 East Robinson St. Carson City, NV 89701 email walnuts9999@yahoo.com

Other Nevada citizens supporting this concept:
Name                  Address

MAUREEN WHITE  503 E. Robinson St.
                Carson City, NV 89701

Jennifer Stephens  503 E Robinson St
                Carson City NV 89701

Veronica Camp  2434 Waterford Pl.
                CC NV 89703

Shannon Colan  3255 Berkenfield Dr
                CC NV 89701

Jeanne Tigh  3665 Sandstone Dr.
                Wellington Nev

Len Bennett  2123 S St.
                Sparks, NV 89434

Robert B. Perkins  2497 Merritt Dr, Carson City, NV 89701

Nanette P. Perkins, 2497 Merritt Dr, Carson City NV 89701 775-220-626

Mary K Sellers  1418 Marlette Dr, Gardnersville, NV 89460

Meagan Maxwell  605 E. Robinson Apt B Carson City, NV 89701

Ann M San Filippo-Conger 2410 Woodcrest Lane Carson City NV 89701

April Tomaseo  3839 Sweetland, Carson City NV 89701

John Tomaseo  3839 Sweetland, Carson City NV 89701

Jeremy Kluck  525 Traves Dr, Carson City NV 89701

Carly Kluck  11074 Colton Dr, Reno NV
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Cheryl Finch

PO Box 2328 Carson City, NV 89702

Lori Krasovec

4 Edna Circle Carson City NV 89704